Underground Mine Surveyor – Telfer Gold Mine

Our Telfer Underground Operations are currently in a busy growth period and due to this growth we are seeking an Underground Mine Surveyor join our team. Reporting to the Senior Underground Surveyor, you will assist with operational support for the underground mine including pick-ups, mark-ups, survey station installation and reporting.

What you will be doing:

- Perform timely development and production mark-ups for underground mining operations
- Perform regular as-built surveys of mined areas
- Become proficient in the use of associated software/hardware in the underground survey department which include:
  - Leica TSIS and 1200 series total stations (including instrument calibration)
  - Surpac Software (including MSO application)
  - Optech CMS V400
- Conduct CMS stope surveys and processing in Surpac
- Maintain and clean survey equipment and vehicle so it remains in good working condition

You will come to us with:

- Degree or Diploma in Mine Surveying
- Ability to work as part of a team and autonomously
- Sound knowledge of underground survey systems and techniques and across MS Word, Excel, Surpac
- Proven effective communication ability at all levels
- A good understanding or exposure to the Mine Safety and Inspection Act and Regulations
- DESWIK software experience is highly regarded

You will have an inherent drive for continuous improvement through identifying and implementing better ways to complete tasks and demonstrate proactive approach to problem solving.

In addition to variety, challenge, professional growth and the chance to demonstrate and realise your potential in an innovative environment; we offer competitive remuneration and benefits, world-class safety standards and state-of-the-art methods, technology and equipment.

At Newcrest, you’ll be part of a team that is dedicated to the exploration, mining and production of gold. We are committed to our people, communities in which we operate and value diversity of thought, style and working arrangements.

If this opportunity sounds like the challenge you have been looking for in your career please follow the prompts to apply, or for a confidential discussion please contact Stuart Fletcher on 03 9522 5508.

Newcrest embraces diversity and encourages all interested candidates to apply.

Peter Wilmore
Senior Underground Surveyor
Telfer Gold Mine

Newcrest Mining Limited

peter.wilmore@newcrest.com.au